25-Hydroxyvitamin D Assay Variations and Impact on Clinical Decision Making
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Context: Laboratories are increasingly shifting to new automated 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25-OHD) assays, with subsequent variability in results.

Objective/Setting: We describe the experience at our center with such a shift and illustrate its clinical implications.

Methods: 25-OHD levels were measured in 494 patients using Immunodiagnostic Systems RIA (IDS-RIA) and DiaSorin Liaison assays. Sources of variability between the assays were investigated in a subset of 83 samples, retested in the reference laboratory in the United States, and by reviewing the performance reports issued by the International Vitamin D External Quality Assessment Scheme, DEQAS. 25-OHD cut-points for target levels were used to compare the two assays.

Results: 25-OHD concentrations were significantly lower when measured with Liaison as compared to IDS-RIA: mean bias was $-5$ ng/ml, range was $-38.1$ to $18.7$ ng/ml, $P < 0.001$; the absolute bias was independent of 25-OHD value. Interassay variability was also detected in values obtained in the reference laboratory and in DEQAS reports. Using 20 ng/ml as the target 25-OHD level, 52% of patients required treatment when tested by Liaison, as opposed to 36% by IDS-RIA ($P < 0.001$). Using 30 ng/ml as the desirable level, the proportions were 79 and 64%, respectively ($P < 0.001$). The two assays agreed in only 41–68% of subjects, proportions that depended on criteria used to define agreement.

Conclusion: A change in 25-OHD assays has a significant impact on results, patient classification, and treatment recommendations. Such variability cannot be ignored when deriving and applying vitamin D guidelines. It also renders universal assay standardization a pressing call. (J Clin Endocrinol Metab 97: 835–843, 2012)

Approximately 1 billion people worldwide are suspected to have vitamin D deficiency or insufficiency (1). Subjects in the Middle East have some of the lowest values of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25-OHD) in the world (2) and do so across the life cycle (2–6). The impact of vitamin D deficiency on musculoskeletal health is well known (1, 2), and hypovitaminosis D has been associated with cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and autoimmune disorders, but the evidence as to causality is still inconclusive (1, 2).

Serum 25-OHD is a precursor of the active form, calcitriol, and is the more fat-soluble moiety of the two. Its serum level is therefore the most useful marker of vitamin D nutritional status, reflecting endogenous synthesis and dietary intake (7), and is widely used clinically to guide replacement needs. Controversy exists as to the appropriate level of circulating 25-OHD (8). Recent recommendations include a target above 20 ng/ml (50 nmol/liter) by the Institute of Medicine (7) and of 30 ng/ml, by the In-
ternational Osteoporosis Foundation (9) and The Endocrine Society 2011 Clinical Practice Guidelines (10).

Several assays are available for the measurement of 25-OHD levels, but significant variability between different assays and laboratories has been reported (11, 12). The choice between assays differs between countries and between different laboratories, which may reflect impact not only of geographic variations but also of inherent assay variations, thus limiting comparisons across populations. This is further compounded by the need for time and volume efficiency in running 25-OHD, leading many institutions worldwide to shift to the more rapid automated techniques available (11).

The impact of this variability between assays is that single universal thresholds might not be adequate to define vitamin D status. Furthermore, results from a certain laboratory might not reflect the actual 25-OHD level of a patient, which would result in under- or overreplacement (12).

In this paper, we systematically quantify the sources of variability in 25-OHD measurements that occurred during the shift in assays from a traditional RIA to a more rapid automated assay at the American University of Beirut-Medical Center (AUB-MC), a tertiary care center in Lebanon. We also illustrate the clinical and research implications of such variability.

Subjects and Methods

Study population and 25-OHD samples

An empirical number of 494 samples were randomly chosen among samples received for 25-OHD determination at AUB-MC in the period of spring to summer 2010. The population tested consisted mainly of outpatients (97%), mostly adults (97%), of female gender (75%). Samples were concurrently measured using Immunodiagnostic Systems RIA (IDS-RIA) (IDS, Boldon, UK) and DiaSorin Liaison Total rapid automated assay (DiaSorin, Stillwater, MN).

After noting the difference in measurements between the two assays run at our center and to check for interassay (RIA vs. Liaison), interlaboratory (AUB-MC vs. U.S. laboratories), and intermanufacturer (IDS vs. DiaSorin) variability, a subset of 83 samples (the most recent batch of samples) out of the initial 494 was sent to DiaSorin in Stillwater, Minnesota, to be retested.

Assays used, laboratory certification, and quality control

The Endocrinology Core Laboratory of the Department of Internal Medicine assayed samples for 25-OHD using IDS-RIA, whereas the Clinical Chemistry Laboratory of the Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine assayed samples using DiaSorin Liaison.

Our institution has been a participant of the Vitamin D External Quality Assessment Scheme (DEQAS) for several years (www.deqas.org). DEQAS evaluates the performance of participating laboratories quarterly (13) (Supplemental Data, published on The Endocrine Society’s Journals Online web site at http://jcem.endojournals.org). The DEQAS performance of both assay methods during the transition period (July 2010 to January 2011) was also examined, providing additional information on the systematic change noted in 25-OHD values.

The Clinical Chemistry Laboratory also receives quality assurance, evaluation, and accreditation from the College of American Pathologists (CAP) (www.cap.org).

25-OHD values are reported in nanograms per milliliter. To convert to nanomoles per liter (SI units), multiply by 2.496.

Assay methodology

IDS-RIA

This is a liquid phase RIA where 25-OHD concentration is inversely proportional to the bound radioactivity. The manufacturer reports an analytical range of 1.6–160.0 ng/ml, an intraassay precision [coefficient of variation (CV)] of 5.0–6.1% for values between 10.6 and 60.4 ng/ml, and interassay precision (CV) of 7.3–8.2% for values between 7.84 and 54.4 ng/ml. Cross-reactivity is reported to be 75% to 25-OHD2 and 100% to 25-OHD3 (www.idsplc.com). In our laboratory, using a sample of 10 patients, the intraassay precision (CV) (assayed in duplicates) is 4.62 ± 2.9%, and the interassay precision is 5.9 ± 5.9%.

DiaSorin Liaison

DiaSorin Liaison uses chemiluminescent immunoassay. 25-OHD concentration is inversely proportional to the obtained chemiluminescent signal. The manufacturer reports an analytical range of 4–150 ng/ml, an intraassay variability of 7.7–12.7% for values between 5.8 and 35 ng/ml, and an interassay variability of 11.6–25% for values between 5.8 and 35 ng/ml. Cross-reactivity is reported by the manufacturer to be 104% to 25-OHD2 and 100% to 25-OHD3 (www.diasorin.com). However, in our laboratory, it is estimated to be 90% for 25-OHD1 and 67% for 25-OHD2, based on the CAP Accuracy-Based Vitamin D survey 2011. In our laboratory, the intraassay precision (CV) for duplicate analysis is 4.61 ± 3.2%, and the interassay precision (CV) is 9.68 ± 5.35%, based on a sample of 30 patients. Interassay precision using manufacturer’s quality control samples shows precision of 10.2% and 7.8% for mean 25-OHD concentrations of 15.3 and 53.7 ng/ml, respectively (n = 55).

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk test and were summarized using means and sd, or medians with range as applicable. Variability between RIA and Liaison was evaluated through the CV = 100*sd/mean. Difference in the mean 25-OHD levels was tested using paired t test/ Wilcoxon signed rank test as applicable, or Mann-Whitney rank sum test. Measurements of these assays were regressed against each other, and a linear regression model fit was generated accordingly. Subjects were further categorized according to their 25-OHD levels, and differences in their distribution using the two assays were tested using χ² test. Weighted Cohen’s k coefficient, measuring agreement between the two assays, was also calculated with its 95% confidence interval. Bland-Altman plots of the difference in 25-OHD levels between both assays (or their percentage difference) vs. their average [IDS-RIA + Liaison]/2 in all 494 subjects were generated. The trend of moving average of difference was also calculated based on ordered sub-cohorts.
(n = 50 each) with 50% overlapping. Analysis and model fitting were done using SigmaPlot 11.0 software (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA) and Stata 9 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX). *P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Comparison between IDS-RIA and DiaSorin Liaison assays

**Full cohort (n = 494)**

Serum 25-OHD levels obtained on 494 patients using DiaSorin-Liaison (mean, 21.3 ± 11.8 ng/ml) were systematically and significantly different from the corresponding levels obtained with IDS-RIA (mean, 26.3 ± 12.7 ng/ml; *P < 0.001), with an interassay CV of 20.6 ± 14.2%. Relevant descriptive statistics of values obtained with each assay and differences between the two are summarized in Table 1. The systematic negative bias between the two assays was reflected in a leftward shift of the DiaSorin Liaison curve in relation to the IDS-RIA curve (Fig. 1, A and B). The absolute bias averaged 5 ng/ml and was fairly independent of the mean 25-OHD value (Figs. 1B and 2A), but increased when evaluated as percentage difference vs. mean 25-OHD level (Fig. 2B).

**Subcohort (n = 83)**

The means, medians, and distribution of 25-OHD levels obtained at AUB-MC (Lebanon) for the sub-cohort were similar to those obtained in the total cohort (*P = 0.96 for IDS-RIA, and *P = 0.33 for DiaSorin Liaison), and hence representative of the total sample (Table 1).

The reanalysis results at Stillwater-USA varied from those obtained at AUB-MC. The mean and median 25-OHD levels obtained with DiaSorin Liaison were closely matched to the ones obtained with DiaSorin RIA, as opposed to the ones obtained with IDS-RIA (Table 1).

### Table 1. Summary of 25-OHD levels obtained on the full cohort at AUB-MC Lebanon and on the sub-cohorts at AUB-MC and Stillwater-USA, using both assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Statistically different from*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUB-MC Lebanon (FC)</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS-RIA (ng/ml)a</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiaSorin Liaison (ng/ml)b</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-38.1</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (ng/ml)b</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>-25.1</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>-24.6</td>
<td>-98.7</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (%)</td>
<td>494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUB-MC Lebanon (SC)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>d, e, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS-RIA (ng/ml)c</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiaSorin Liaison (ng/ml)d</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>c, e, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (ng/ml)d</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-32.7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>-31.1</td>
<td>-103.0</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (%)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillwater-USA (SC)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>c, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiaSorin RIA (ng/ml)e</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiaSorin Liaison (ng/ml)f</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-17.4</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>c, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (ng/ml)f</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-9.1</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>-101.9</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (%)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Letters indicate significant statistical difference (*P < 0.05) compared to specific assay/cohort: a, IDS-RIA (FC); b, DiaSorin Liaison (FC); c, IDS-RIA (SC); d, DiaSorin Liaison (SC); e, DiaSorin RIA; f, DiaSorin Liaison. FC, Full cohort; SC, sub-cohort.

**Comparison between both assays using the DEQAS reports as a reference**

Review of the quarterly DEQAS reports during the transition (July 2010 to January 2011) revealed the same
bias for 25-OHD values obtained at AUB-MC with both assays. The mean value obtained in our laboratory using IDS-RIA had a positive bias compared with DEQAS generated mean laboratory trimmed mean (ALTM), ranging between 2.5 and 31.5% (with only one result giving a negative bias of −3.9%). Conversely, the mean value obtained with DiaSorin Liaison had a consistent negative bias when compared with the ALTM, ranging between −4.1 and −18.4%. This negative bias persisted, but with a smaller magnitude when a new DiaSorin Liaison instrument was installed, ranging between −9.3 and +5.5%, thus coming closer to the ALTM.

**Potential sources of variability between IDS RIA and DiaSorin Liaison**

Single linear regression analysis results correlating 25-OHD data pairs across assays (within laboratory—full and sub-cohort) and across laboratories (sub-cohort) are shown in Table 2. Regression equations A (total cohort) and D (sub-cohort) were comparable, again underscoring that the sub-cohort was representative of the total cohort. The best combination (slope, intercept, R²) was observed when one compared 25-OHD values obtained using the same manufacturer and same method, even when measured in different laboratories (equation B). The worse combination was observed using differing manufacturers with either the same method (equation C) or differing methods (equation D). Results from assays provided by the same manufacturer but using different methods (equation G) correlated better than those provided by different manufacturers using different methods (equation D). However, although the mean 25-OHD values obtained using the same manufacturer but different assay methods in the sub-cohort were almost identical (Table 1), the match at the individual level illustrated in the regression equation was somewhat suboptimal (equation G). Regressions curves detailing all equations are shown in the Supplement Data.

**Impact of assay methodology (IDS-RIA vs. DiaSorin Liaison) on patient classification, magnitude of difference between 25-OHD levels obtained, and corresponding concordance rates**

**Patient classification**

In the total cohort, using IDS-RIA results, 6% of patients were classified as having a 25-OHD level less than or equal to 10 ng/ml, 29% between 10 and 20 ng/ml, and 65% at least 20 ng/ml. The classification was different when using DiaSorin Liaison: 17% were labeled as having a 25-OHD level less than or equal to 10 ng/ml, 34% between 10 and 20 ng/ml, and 49% at least 20 ng/ml (P < 0.001; Fig. 1B).

Using a threshold of 20 ng/ml to define vitamin D deficiency, as per The Endocrine Society guidelines (10), 52% (100 − 48%) of patients would then be classified as deficient using DiaSorin Liaison, compared with 36% (100 − 64%) using IDS-RIA (P < 0.001). For a target
25-OHD level of 30 ng/ml, proposed by the same guidelines (10), 79% (100 / 11002; 21%) of patients would then require treatment using DiaSorin Liaison (25-OHD level /H11021 30 ng/ml), compared with 64% (100 /H11002; 36%) according to results obtained by IDS-RIA (P < 0.001).

**Magnitude of difference between the two assays**

To further evaluate differences between assays, the difference in 25-OHD levels obtained with both assays was calculated for each subject: 87% of subjects differed by less than 10 ng/ml, 11% by 10–20 ng/ml, and 2% by at least 20 ng/ml. Similarly, the proportion of subjects that varied by less than 20% was 41%, between 20 and 40% was 29%, and by more than 40% was 30% (Fig. 2C). Using the DEQAS-defined proportion for agreement between any assay and the ALTM of 25%, the proportion of values that varied by less than 25% across the two assays was 246 of 494 (50.0%) pairs, or just under half of the subjects.

**Concordance rates**

Concordance proportions depended on the criteria used to define agreement. Indeed, in the section above, concordance varied between 41 and 50%, but using our selected three-category approach, the overall concordance rate for classification between the two assays was 68% (Fig. 3). The weighted κ was 0.55 (P < 0.001; 95% confidence interval, 0.484–0.616), suggesting moderate agreement.

Among patients classified as having 25-OHD no greater than 10 ng/ml by Liaison (83 of 494), one third (27 of 83) only received the same classification by RIA, whereas two thirds (55 of 83) were stratified into the 10–20 ng/ml category, and 1% (1 of 83) had a 25-OHD above 20 ng/ml (Fig. 3). Among 172 subjects considered to have a 25-OHD level of 10–20 ng/ml by Liaison, half (88 of 172) had a 25-OHD above 20 ng/ml by IDS-RIA (Fig. 3). Among patients classified as having 25-OHD below 30 ng/ml by Liaison (390 of 494), 80% (311 of 390) received the same classification by RIA, whereas the remaining 20% (79 of 390) were considered to have a 25-OHD of at least 30 ng/ml.

**Discussion**

It is becoming increasingly common practice for laboratories to shift from 25-OHD classical RIA to more rapid, high-output, automated assays. The implications of this change have not been previously systematically evaluated. In this study, we demonstrate substantial differences in the 25-OHD values obtained with the two assays and their profound implications on intervention using recent vitamin D guidelines.
Serum 25-OHD levels assayed with the newly adopted automated assay DiaSorin Liaison were, on average, 5 ng/ml lower than those measured by IDS-RIA (range, 38.1 to 18.7 ng/ml). The difference abated with the use of differing methodologies (that is Liaison and RIA) but the same manufacturer (that is DiaSorin, Stillwater-USA), pointing to an element of intermanufacturer variability. But that by itself did not fully account for the variability observed. Indeed, regression analyses between different assay methods within the same manufacturer revealed that variability still persisted. The fact that the mean values obtained with DiaSorin Liaison and DiaSorin RIA in the sub-cohort were identical reflects a quality assurance measure introduced by the manufacturer to ensure that values obtained when switching methodologies do not differ, at least at the mean level. In short, the variability observed in Lebanon was thus reproducible, unexplained solely by human and laboratory errors, and reflects a genuine difference between methods and manufacturers.

In 2007, Kimball and Vieth (11) compared new automated 25-OHD assays, including the older version of Liaison, to the routinely used RIA. The Liaison assay correlated the most poorly with DiaSorin RIA \( (R^2 = 0.502) \) (11). Results obtained with DiaSorin Liaison were again negatively biased when compared with liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), considered by many as the possible “gold standard” for 25-OHD measurement (12, 14), and when compared with high-pressure liquid chromatography-atmospheric pressure chemical ionization-mass spectrometry (15).

Variability between 25-OHD assays was similarly illustrated by DEQAS. The mean imprecision (CV) of participating laboratories decreased from 32% in 1994 to 15.3% in 2009, but results submitted were still biased. The majority of methods in the 2008–2009 distribution were positively biased with respect to the ALTM, with the IDS-RIA having the highest bias of 10.2%. The exception was the DiaSorin RIA and Liaison assays, which had a mean bias of −2.1 and −7.4%, respectively. The DiaSorin Liaison and IDS-RIA gave mean values that differed by as much as 17.5% (16), compared with 20.6% using our data. The percentage bias observed with IDS-RIA and DiaSorin Liaison was similarly observed in the 2009–2010 and the 2010–2011 distributions (Fig. 4). This reported bias may not have illustrated the full magnitude of the actual differences based on individual data points or laboratories because the figure displayed mean values. Moreover, the assay bias relative to ALTM varied substantially from 1 yr to another, as reported for IDS-RIA, iSYS, and Roche, which further contributed to variability in results (Fig. 4).

The reasons for the negative bias in Liaison compared with RIA and for the variability between different assays are multiple. RIA and Liaison assays are affected by the so-called matrix effect. Being lipophilic, 25-OHD is prone to interference from other lipids, a problem that is not encountered when using chromatography and competitive protein-binding assays (17). Another contributing factor would be a difference in the detection of 25-OHD metabolites, 25-OHD\(_2\) and 25-OHD\(_3\). Chromatographic methods can effectively measure and report both metabolites, whereas under-detection is reported with both IDS-RIA and DiaSorin Liaison (18, 19), in contrast to the manufacturers’ claims. Clinically, this would lead to under- or overestimation of the actual 25-OHD level depending on the assay used and on whether the patient is being supplemented with ergocalciferol (vitamin D\(_2\)) or cholecalciferol (vitamin D\(_3\)). Another potential source of variability between assays is the reported cross-reactivity of the 3-epi-25-OHD\(_3\) (3-epimer) with some 25-OHD assays. The 3-epimer has the same mass and thus a similar fragmentation pattern to 25-OHD\(_3\) in LC-MS/MS. It can then be mistakenly reported as 25-OHD, which could explain the positive bias of this assay. According to the manufacturer, the 3-epimer is undetectable by Liaison (www.diasorin.com); however, no such data are avail-
able for IDS-RIA. Interference from the 3-epimer is mainly significant in infants, where it forms 15–41% of the total 25-OHD. In adults, it forms 2.5–17% and should not be neglected (20). In our study, none of the 494 patient samples studied were derived from infants, and less than 3% belonged to the pediatric age group (ages 1–18 yr); the remaining samples were from adults.

The impact of the observed variability in 25-OHD results with a shift to rapid and efficient automated assays is major. DiaSorin RIA is the first 25-OHD assay approved for clinical diagnosis by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the reference method used to determine the currently available cutoffs for vitamin D treatment (21). Although it used to be the most widely used and the adopted method by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for epidemiological surveys until 2005–2006, it is labor intensive and became limited in its ability to be automated (11, 22). Among 899 laboratories participating in DEQAS in January 2011, the DiaSorin Liaison Total assay was the most commonly used commercial platform, accounting for 38.7% of participating laboratories, compared with 3.7% using DiaSorin RIA assay and 1.8% using IDS-RIA assays. As a result of this change in assays, universal thresholds defining an adequate 25-OHD level might not be applicable, and assay-specific adjustments in cutoff points may be needed.

Using a 25-OHD level of 20 ng/ml as a threshold for treatment (7), 52% of the 494 patients studied in this paper would have been treated based on 25-OHD levels obtained with Liaison, whereas only 36% would have required replacement based on IDS-RIA results. Similarly, using a cutoff of 20 ng/ml, Snellman et al. (15) reported vitamin D insufficiency among 43% of 204 patients using Liaison compared with 22% using IDS-RIA. Using an arbitrary threshold of insufficiency of 32 ng/ml, Binkley et al. (23) showed that the proportion of subjects below this cutoff varied between 17 and 90% with a change between two different laboratories using RIA.

Findings from this and other studies highlight the need to improve quality assessment of 25-OHD assays. In 2004, the DEQAS performance target required participants to get 80% or more of their results within ±30% of ALTM. This target was only achieved by 59% of participants (24). Moreover, in DEQAS, values obtained by specific centers, being compared against the ALTM, are biased by the most commonly used method, as opposed to a defined universal reference standard. Additional means are thus needed to standardize 25-OHD assays. Although not recommended, one way might be to derive a statistical correction factor between assays (25). Another way would be to derive a standard reference against which methods might be validated. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS) worked together to develop standard reference materials (SRM) with different levels of 25-OHD$_2$, 25-OHD$_3$, and the 3-epimer, known as SRM 972 and SRM 2972. Values for SRM were assigned using LC-MS/MS, chosen by NIST as the reference measurement procedure (20, 26). When compared with the reference measurement procedure, the bias already observed for various 25-OHD assays participating in DEQAS was reproducible, and the ALTM was close to the proposed true value with a mean bias of $+3.3\%$ (17). Unfortunately, available SRM are still not perfect, and NIST is currently working on new reference sera. Standardization of assays against SRM 972 has already been recommended in the United Kingdom (22). Moreover, a roundtable of experts convened to discuss 25-OHD in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) suggested the use of LC-MS/MS as proposed by the NIST, and the need to work with manufacturers to improve the comparability of measurement procedures across laboratories (27, 28). Relevant initiatives for standardization of 25-OHD assays are also available from the CAP (www.cap.org) and the collaboration between the ODS of the NIH, the CDC, and NIST (29).

We have described in detail substantial variation between two 25-OHD assays and have provided an overview of this variability for other 25-OHD assays. With the increased clinical demand for measuring 25-OHD, many institutions are shifting from older assays, based on which treatment thresholds were derived, to the more rapid and automated techniques available. DiaSorin Liaison is currently the most commonly used platform by laboratories participating in DEQAS, and it shows a consistent negative bias compared with several assays and with the DEQAS ALTM or the NIST standards. The implications of variability within and between assays on the relevance and applicability of guidelines/recommendations, be it at the public health or at the individual level, are substantial. Clinicians are to be aware of that fact, being faced with variable and noncomparable 25-OHD results, where it is still not clear which method is giving the most accurate results. This may lead to misinterpretation of the actual vitamin D status of patients and the possibility of under- or overtreatment. Furthermore, patients having 25-OHD levels ordered serially should be done by the same method. Assay variability is a problem that has been previously
encountered with the measurement of lipids, glycosylated hemoglobin and other variables, and it has been solved through global standardization efforts (30) (www.ngsp.org). As observed by Binkley et al. (23), 25-OHD assay variability exists, is confounding the diagnosis of hypovitaminosis D, and is thus a pressing issue. It needs to be addressed through the implementation of quality assurance programs in laboratories performing 25-OHD assays, pushing forward the agenda for global standardization of assays, the consideration of assay-specific cutoff points, and the provision of guidance for the implementation of current vitamin D recommendations (Institute Of Medicine, The Endocrine Society, etc.), ideally providing desirable ranges for 25-OHD as opposed to discrete cutoffs, thus adjusting for assay differences.
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